WORKSHOP
on Biographical Research and Digital Humanities

September 27–29, 2010

Berlin-Brandenburg Academy of Sciences and Humanities
Academy building at the Gendarmenmarkt
Einstein-Hall, Jägerstraße 22/23, 10117 Berlin
The workshop “Persons–Data–Repositories” focuses on biographical research in digital science environments. The basic interest in vita of historical persons and in historical person information raises the requirement for making accessible and connecting the continuously growing and diffusely dispersed data sources of related information.

High priority falls to the development of tools for handling person data which allow to merge scientific information and to preserve diversity of methods. This requires co-operative and decentral concepts. The change of working methods in the humanities gives rise to the question for new perspectives of data usage. The workshop offers an open platform for presenting and discussing these topics.

It is possible to present your own project within a poster session. There will also be time to discuss specific topics and individual questions in smaller groups at organized discussion tables.

**PERSONS–DATA–REPOSITORIES**

**Monday, September 27th, 2010, 12am–6pm**
Einstein-Hall
*Electronic biographical research*
Person and narration in the digital world

**Tuesday, September 28th, 2010, 9am–6pm**
Einstein-Hall
*Knowledge networks*
Possibilities of exchanging research data

**Wednesday, September 29th, 2010, 9am–12am**
Leibniz-Hall
*Workflow*
From input to investigation

The workshop language will be German, accompanied by single presentations and discussions in English. Any further information will be published on the project website: [http://pdr.bbaw.de/workshop](http://pdr.bbaw.de/workshop)

**Further Notes:**
Participation is free of charge. For registration please contact:
Torsten Roeder
Phone: + 49 (0)30 / 20 370 264
roeder@bbaw.de
[http://pdr.bbaw.de/workshop](http://pdr.bbaw.de/workshop)